
P3 fun ideas for home! 

 
We may be off school but there are always opportunities for disguised learning and fun!  

Just this week I heard the words, “we didn’t even do any work today!” and it made me 

smile (that’s what you think!).  If you’re looking for some ideas to keep the kids 

entertained for a little while, here are some ideas taken from what we have been doing 

in school which will give them a little more confidence to do things independently!  

 

Minibeasts 
☺ build a minibeast habitat in the garden and observe it every few days to see if anything has 

moved in 

☺ go on a minibeast hunt 

☺ make some playdough (even pop in some spices/oils to give a pleasant smell!) and use it to 

create different types of minibeast 

☺ use scrap paper to make collages of different minibeast…we took some inspiration 

from Matisse  

 
 

Shape 
☺ make some shape monsters by encouraging the children to cut out different shapes 

and make characters with them 

 

 

Purplemash 
☺ use 2graph (mathematics, 2graph) to make up your own survey…favourite song/ice 

cream flavour/minibeast 

☺ bond bubbles (games) to help reinforce number bonds 

☺ there’s even art on here, so no cleaning up! 

 

 

Andy Goldsworthy 
☺ we took great inspiration from this artist, definitely look his work up online.  This 

could be a great activity for the park or gathering natural resources while you’re going 

for a walk. 

 

 

Literacy 
☺ since we read the Jolly Postman, the children are interested in letters and postmen!  

They could write a letter or a card and send it to some family or friends. 

☺ leave out a stapler, some paper, pens and let them make their own books (this has 

been VERY popular during play time) 

☺ play pairs with spelling words or interesting words they come up with!  

☺ draw around your child or allow them to draw around someone…create a character 

and decorate with old materials and write describing words around them! 

 


